40 Most Popular Colors

Off White 226-P (LRV-64)
Chrome Gray 271-P (LRV-60)
Cloud Blue 351-P (LRV-75)
Quartz 455-P (LRV-67)
Haze Gray 272-P (LRV-48)
Limestone 273-P (LRV-43)
Colonial Blue 366-P (LRV-38)

White 452-P (LRV-90)
NP 2™ Off White 221-P (LRV-72)
Parchment 241-P (LRV-57)
Green Mist 436-P (LRV-72)
Lime Gray 406-T (LRV-36)
Irish Green 429-N (LRV-10)

Pebble 246-P (LRV-50)
Parkland 242-T (LRV-35)
Stone 251-T (LRV-39)
Natural Gray 248-T (LRV-25)

Cameo 231-P (LRV-69)
Desert Tan 92-P (LRV-57)
Brick Buff 99-T (LRV-39)

JOINT SEALANTS
Sonneborn, Sonolastic, Sonoguard, NP2, SL2
Colors above serve only as a visual guide for initial selection of color. It is important to note that the colors seen will vary depending on your monitor settings, as well as by the specific settings for your color printer, should you print the results of your search. See your BASF distributor for actual color samples.